
MALWARE – WHAT IS IT?

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MALWARE AND 

SPAM? HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOURSELF FROM BOTH?



MALWARE

•Malicious Software - software used to disrupt computer or mobile 

operations, gather sensitive information, gain access to private 

computer systems, or display unwanted advertising. In plain 

language - to cause harm to you or your computer.



SPAM
• Email, texts or any other electronic messages that are 

unsolicited and contain advertising or any other unsolicited 

material.

• Yep, named after the food Spam from a Monty Python 1970 

sketch.



WHAT ARE THE VARIOUS TYPES OF MALWARE

Adware (short for advertising-supported software) is a type of malware 

that automatically delivers advertisements. Common examples of adware 

include pop-up ads on websites and advertisements that are displayed by 

software. Often times software and applications offer “free” versions that 

come bundled with adware. Most adware is sponsored or authored by 

advertisers and serves as a revenue generating tool.



BOT

Bots are software programs created to automatically perform 

specific operations. While some bots are created for relatively 

harmless purposes (video gaming, internet auctions, online 

contests, etc), it is becoming increasingly common to see bots 

being used maliciously. Bots can be used in botnets (collections of 

computers to be controlled by third parties) for DDoS attacks, as 

spambots that render advertisements on websites, as web spiders 

that scrape server data, and for distributing malware disguised as 

popular search items on download sites. Websites can guard 

against bots with CAPTCHA tests that verify users as human.



BUG

In the context of software, a bug is a flaw produces an 

undesired outcome. These flaws are usually the result of 

human error and typically exist in the source code or compilers 

of a program. Minor bugs only slightly affect a program’s 

behavior and as a result can go for long periods of time before 

being discovered. More significant bugs can cause crashing or 

freezing. Security bugs are the most severe type of bugs and 

can allow attackers to bypass user authentication, override 

access privileges, or steal data. Bugs can be prevented with 

developer education, quality control, and code analysis tools.



RANSOMWARE

Ransomware is a form of malware that essentially holds a 

computer system captive while demanding a ransom. The 

malware restricts user access to the computer either by encrypting 

files on the hard drive or locking down the system and displaying 

messages that are intended to force the user to pay the malware 

creator to remove the restrictions and regain access to their 

computer. Ransomware typically spreads like a normal computer 

worm (see below) ending up on a computer via a downloaded file 

or through some other vulnerability in a network service.



ROOTKIT 

A rootkit is a type of malicious software designed to remotely access or control a 

computer without being detected by users or security programs. Once a rootkit has 

been installed it is possible for the malicious party behind the rootkit to remotely 

execute files, access/steal information, modify system configurations, alter 

software (especially any security software that could detect the rootkit), install 

concealed malware, or control the computer as part of a botnet. Rootkit 

prevention, detection, and removal can be difficult due to their stealthy operation. 

Because a rootkit continually hides its presence, typical security products are not 

effective in detecting and removing rootkits. As a result, rootkit detection relies on 

manual methods such as monitoring computer behavior for irregular activity, 

signature scanning, and storage dump analysis. Organizations and users can 

protect themselves from rootkits by regularly patching vulnerabilities in software, 

applications, and operating systems, updating virus definitions, avoiding 

suspicious downloads, and performing static analysis scans.



SPYWARE

Spyware is a type of malware that functions by spying on user activity 

without their knowledge. These spying capabilities can include activity 

monitoring, collecting keystrokes, data harvesting (account 

information, logins, financial data), and more. Spyware often has 

additional capabilities as well, ranging from modifying security 

settings of software or browsers to interfering with network 

connections. Spyware spreads by exploiting software vulnerabilities, 

bundling itself with legitimate software, or in Trojans.



TROJAN HORSE 

A Trojan horse, commonly known as a “Trojan,” is a type of 

malware that disguises itself as a normal file or program to 

trick users into downloading and installing malware. A 

Trojan can give a malicious party remote access to an 

infected computer. Once an attacker has access to an infected 

computer, it is possible for the attacker to steal data (logins, 

financial data, even electronic money), install more malware, 

modify files, monitor user activity (screen watching, 

keylogging, etc), use the computer in botnets, and anonymize 

internet activity by the attacker.



VIRUS

• A virus is a form of malware that is capable of copying itself and 

spreading to other computers. Viruses often spread to other computers by 

attaching themselves to various programs and executing code when a 

user launches one of those infected programs. Viruses can also spread 

through script files, documents, and cross-site scripting vulnerabilities in 

web apps. Viruses can be used to steal information, harm host computers 

and networks, create botnets, steal money, render advertisements, and 

more.



WORM

• Computer worms are among the most common types of malware. They spread over networks by 

exploiting operating system vulnerabilities. Worms typically cause harm to their host networks by 

consuming bandwidth and overloading web servers. Computer worms can also contain “payloads” 

that damage host computers. Payloads are pieces of code written to perform actions on affected 

computers beyond simply spreading the worm. Payloads are commonly designed to steal data, 

delete files, or create botnets. Computer worms can be classified as a type of computer virus, but 

there are several characteristics that distinguish computer worms from regular viruses. A major 

difference is that computer worms have the ability to self-replicate and spread independently while 

viruses rely on human activity to spread (running a program, opening a file, etc). Worms often 

spread by sending mass emails with infected attachments to users’ contacts.



MALWARE SYMPTOMS

• While these types of malware differ greatly in how they spread and infect computers, they all can 

produce similar symptoms. Computers that are infected with malware can exhibit any of the following 

symptoms:

• Increased CPU usage

• Slow computer or web browser speeds

• Problems connecting to networks

• Freezing or crashing

• Modified or deleted files

• Appearance of strange files, programs, or desktop icons

• Programs running, turning off, or reconfiguring themselves (malware will often reconfigure or turn off 

antivirus and firewall programs)

• Strange computer behavior

• Emails/messages being sent automatically and without user’s knowledge (a friend receives a strange 

email from you that you did not send)



MALWARE PREVENTION AND REMOVAL

• There are several general best practices that organizations and individual users should follow to 

prevent malware infections. Some malware cases require special prevention and treatment 

methods, but following these recommendations will greatly increase a user’s protection from a wide 

range of malware:

• Install and run anti-malware and firewall software. When selecting software, choose a program 

that offers tools for detecting, quarantining, and removing multiple types of malware. At the 

minimum, anti-malware software should protect against viruses, spyware, adware, Trojans, and 

worms. The combination of anti-malware software and a firewall will ensure that all incoming and 

existing data gets scanned for malware and that malware can be safely removed once detected.

• Keep software and operating systems up to date with current vulnerability patches. These patches 

are often released to patch bugs or other security flaws that could be exploited by attackers.

• Be vigilant when downloading files, programs, attachments, etc. Downloads that seem strange or 

are from an unfamiliar source often contain malware.



SPAM

• Spam is the electronic sending of mass unsolicited messages. The most 

common medium for spam is email, but it is not uncommon for spammers 

to use instant messages, texting, blogs, web forums, search engines, and 

social media. While spam is not actually a type of malware, it is very 

common for malware to spread through spamming. This happens when 

computers that are infected with viruses, worms, or other malware are 

used to distribute spam messages containing more malware. Users can 

prevent getting spammed by avoiding unfamiliar emails and keeping their 

email addresses as private as possible.



WHICH ANTIMALWARE/FIREWALL PROGRAMS 
SHOULD I RUN, WHICH ARE BEST?

• Testing organizations:

• Virus Bulletin - https://www.virusbulletin.com/ comprehensive but 

complex

• AV-Comparatives - https://www.av-comparatives.org/ comprehensive, 

easier to understand

• AV Test - https://www.av-test.org/en/ less detail, easiest to understand

• AMTSO – Anti-Malware Testing Standards Organization -

http://www.amtso.org/

https://www.virusbulletin.com/
https://www.av-comparatives.org/
https://www.av-test.org/en/
http://www.amtso.org/


TOO COMPLICATED – MAKE IT EASIER

• If your ISP is Bell or Rogers they provide security software

• What about free solutions, how good is it? Pretty good

• Where else can I get more information – PC magazines and websites

• Your bank will even provide some security software – Rapport

• The security software that comes with Windows 10 is pretty good



TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS & WEBSITES

• PC Magazine - http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2372364,00.asp

• Tom’s guide - http://www.tomsguide.com/us/best-antivirus,review-

2588.html

• Tomtenreviews.com -

http://www.toptenreviews.com/software/security/best-antivirus-software/

• Techradar.com - http://www.techradar.com/news/top-10-best-antivirus-

software-for-2016

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2372364,00.asp
http://www.tomsguide.com/us/best-antivirus,review-2588.html
http://www.toptenreviews.com/software/security/best-antivirus-software/
http://www.techradar.com/news/top-10-best-antivirus-software-for-2016


ON-LINE BANKING

• Scotiabank, CIBC and Bmo us Trusteer Rapport security software. Royal 

Bank and TD no longer do. It works alongside your anti-virus software.

• On-line banking is safe as long as you follow safe computing practices –

do not logon to your bank when using an open Wi-Fi connection like 

Starbucks, Tim Horton’s, etc.



SUMMARY

• Here is an excellent reference - https://staysafeonline.org/

• Their mission - To educate and empower our global digital society to use the 

Internet safely and securely.

• Who are they?

• Questions?

https://staysafeonline.org/

